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I am certainly struggling to get my head around COVID-19. Who would have thought 
as we started the 2020 year with hope and positivity that the world would face such a 
devastating and destructive virus that has literally brought countries and economies 
to their knees! The loss of many many lives around the world, so many families 
devastated by their loss and most importantly not being able to give loved ones a final 
goodbye. Many of us sent into isolation and I know our New Zealand Members had 
not have been in lockdown for some time, along with many sectors in Australia. 

However, I do believe that Australia and NZ have been very fortunate that our leaders 
acted quickly, which in turn curved the amount of potential spread of COVID-19. 
I find I always take comfort when our leaders lead with positivity and strength to 
get us through difficult times. The Australian Government has rolled out some 
very good programs to assist in as many sectors as they can – Job Keeper being a 
fantastic one, especially for our contractors. I consider that when you have to sail 
through uncharted waters, it can actually be very difficult to get it right. I am also 
sure as we go along, we will learn of ways we could have handled things differently.

While I acknowledge that things are tough for everyone and we still must remain 
vigilant with our own safety in moving forward, I am actually loving hearing about 
the positiveness and kindness in many people. Being kind, compassionate and 
considerate of others has always been my mantra to live by. It is almost like we have 
all had the opportunity to STOP and re-evaluate our lives, our business and how 
we move throughout the world. I guess for some it has caused anxiety and some 
fear due to the uncertainty and not really knowing much about COVID-19. 

The direction we need to take now is to get ourselves back to work, get our 
economy the boost it will need and keep positive. Your ATFA CEO and Staff 
have certainly had their work cut out for them, keeping up with the Government 
changes daily and in turn keeping all our members informed. Your Directors, 
CEO and Staff are constantly working through many areas to maintain the high 
level of service, information and training for our Members during these times.

We at ATFA are here for you; we are here to help in any way we can, 
and support for each other is the key to moving through this.

Lyn Marafioti | ATFA President 
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ATFA update July 2020
CEO update...

As you would expect, the impacts of COVID-19 have had a major impact on how 
ATFA does business. As such, the association has had to make many changes too! 

With one eye fixed on the changing world of COVID-19 we now live in, the 
following outlines the changes taking place to your ATFA services:

• ATFA Awards Night dinner, Flooring Industry 
Trade (FIT) Day, and the Ladies of ATFA breakfast. 
This will all now move to August 20th and 21st 2021. 
We believe this will better reflect the capacity of the 
industry to recommit to the premier event for the year. 
Apart from being a year later, all else remains the same, 
still on the Gold Coast and more importantly you have 
an extended period to now get your entries in!

• Trade Nights – we are hoping to still run at least five 
trade nights in the latter half of the year. This is of course 
subject to restrictions and hopefully the ability for us 
to once again gather in groups. If you’re a member, we 
will of course keep you updated on the trade night for 
your location, should it be going ahead. Other trade 
nights that cannot be held may be held over to 2021 
and rescheduled along with new events for that year.

• Training – the Timber Flooring Techniques Program 
(Melbourne) and the Assessing Timber Floor Performance 
(Sydney) workshops (both two days), have been rescheduled 
to October and November this year respectfully. This is 
predicting an ability for these to run; however, we will keep 
everyone informed as more Government news comes to hand.

• Webinars – no change here; in fact additional webinars 
have been added to reflect the social distancing and 
isolation requirements that have been in place. 

• Online Training and Diploma training – these are 
all online activities, so still available for you to do at any 
time. ATFA recently added a two-hour online training 
program attracting over 150 participants, so plans to 
roll out more initiatives such as this in the future.

• Standing Committees – we hope our new look 
Location Standing Committees will be able to 
recommence meeting in the latter quarter of the year.

• Golf Days – luckily the Victorian golf day successfully 
ran just prior to the Coronavirus outbreak. Brisbane, 
Perth and Auckland are still all planned to proceed 
in the last quarter of 2020, so get those sticks out 
and dust them off! Some interaction with your 
industry mates will be long overdue by then!

• All other ATFA services – business as usual with your full 
ATFA team! We will react quickly to all things COVID-19 
related and continue to adapt our services to meet your needs. 
Have any questions or need any proforma documents, just 
give us a call on Aus 1300 36 1693, or NZ 0800 453 715.

ATFA changes for 2020 & 2021.
Randy Flierman, ATFA CEO.



FIT Day (Flooring Industry Trade Day, August 20th 2021)
The Gold Coast will play host to the first ever FIT Day - anticipated to include over 35 exhibitors, including live demonstrations and 
a special guest speaker. It’s a day long event and provides plenty of opportunity to network between manufacturers, suppliers, 
contractors and retailers. This event will also be held at the Crowne Plaza, making access to this event and the awards even easier! 
It will be held on the Friday August 20th, 2021 the day before the awards. Look out for the flyer or register online to attend. 

You loved the Gold Coast so much in 2018, we’re going back! August 2021 
will offer some great weather and an opportunity to link a short holiday. 
Let’s make this one the biggest yet...

ATFA Industry Awards:
August 21st, 2021 on the Gold Coast

The Dinner & Accommodation at Crowne Plaza Surfers Paradise
Proudly sponsored by Hurford Hardwood the Awards Dinner is expected to be attended by approx 250 
industry representatives. And make sure you bring your partner. ATFA is a big family and we want to share this 
amazing event with you and yours. There will be our new amazing MC Dave O’Neil, band and dance floor to jig 
the night away, in addition to pre-dinner drinks and a three-course sit down dinner and beverage package.

Registrations are available via the ATFA website https://www.atfa.com.au/events/atfa-gala-awards-night/ or 
call the ATFA office for the invitation on 1300 36 1693. A 10-person table booking is $1,900 or $195 per individual.

Accommodation at the Crowne Plaza Surfers Paradise can be booked via the dedicated portal 
https://book.passkey.com/gt/217805530?gtid=2025253124ed411793b21bf6b2ef2c60 
with rates starting from $189, or simply use your own online provider.

On behalf of the industry, our considerable thanks to all the sponsors...

The Awards
Enter via the ATFA website at www.atfa.com.au/2020-atfa-awards-entry-form. All entries close May 27th 2021.

Solid Timber Floor of the 
Year Awards including:
• Solid  Residential

• Solid Commercial

• Solid Stair proudly 
sponsored by: 

• Solid Recycled

• Solid Innovative

• Timber Deck of the Year

Pre-finished Floor of the 
Year Awards including:
• Pre-finished Residential

• Pre-finished Commercial

• Pre-finished Stair proudly 
sponsored by: 

• Pre-finished Innovative

• Timber Deck of the Year

• Sanded and Finished Floor of the Year

ATFA Awards for Excellence including:
• Contractor of the Year

• Apprentice of the Year

• Employee of the Year

• Showroom of the Year

• Distributor of the Year

• Sales Representative of the Year

• Retailer of the Year

• Innovative Product of the Year

• Avant Garde of the Year

ATFA Awards Page 2021 ART.indd   1ATFA Awards Page 2021 ART.indd   1 19/6/20   11:13 pm19/6/20   11:13 pm
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No, I do not have the virus, just trying to put a positive outlook on our future!

While there is always an approximate six-week delay between when these 
articles are written and when they hit your desk in magazine form, we can 
only try to forecast some of what’s ahead based on the time of writing.

So here we go.
Fundamentally it is up to each of us!

After what can only be considered as mind smacking amounts of money being handed out by 
the Federal Government to keep the economy alive and keep people in work, as we emerge from 
Coronavirus restrictions the next phase is getting the economy back in order.

Yes, this may take some time, and will be tough for many of us. However, if we all approach this with a 
positive spring in our step and telegraph that attitude to all we come in contact with (with correct social 
distancing of course!) then we may get back to some level of normality sooner. Afterall, it is the ANZAC 
spirit and mindset to keep your head up, dig in and have a go – most importantly, never be beaten.

There is much discussion about how long it will take Australia and New Zealand to recover from the considerable debt 
handed out in billions of dollars in an attempt to stem the tide of economic distress. And we don’t yet know if our respective 
governments will apply more stimulus measures; however, we must all do our part – fundamentally it is up to each of 
us! Consumers are us too, and while everyone will move forward with some level of apprehension and caution, you will 
want customers to start having confidence in you and your service. So, apply the old adage: ‘Lead by example’…

Things to bear in mind

• We don’t yet know if COVID-19 will be fully eradicated from Australia and New Zealand. Will it be the 
case that we will be living with the potential of infection (therefore continuing to adapt the way we do 
business to suit) for at least 18 months, when notionally there may be a vaccine available?

• As restrictions ease, many consumers have been reticent about reintroducing trades into their homes. It will be 
important to have a procedure and approach that is reassuring, and that you will apply all necessary safety measures 
pre and at the time of attending site. To this end, ATFA will continue to adapt the COVID-19 site checklists and 
safety plans that so many of you are now using, to suit the restrictions and requirements at the time.

• The potential for undercutting and some unsavoury displays of trading will be high. With backs to the wall in a downturn, 
some will cut corners and attempt to take advantage of consumers and competitors. To this we say ‘stay professional and 
honest at all times’. Consumers generally aren’t stupid; in normal circumstances they’re more interested in honesty and 
integrity than the cheapest price – you get what you pay for has never been more true. They want to be able to trust in 
you! Sure, price is always a factor, but what is the point of setting a price that is unsustainable for your business?

• Promise a job well done and promise back-up service, and of course stand by those promises. Are you able to 
offer follow-up services, like a free buff two years on? Are you giving them floor care information and some 
proprietary cleaning products that match the coatings used? Think, what more can I do to win that job?

• For some reading this article, you may be thinking the road ahead is full of obstacles. We hear you and want to assure 
you we’re here to help. If you’re struggling with your mental health and just need to talk to someone, please pick up 
the phone (Aus 1300 36 1693 or NZ 0800 453 715) and tell us what’s happening with you. We’re good listeners! And 
because we’re industry first and care about all in our beautiful industry, we’re happy to listen to you member or not.

We are predominantly small business operators, we are the engine room 
of the economy – start your engines, let’s get going!!!

Randy Flierman, ATFA CEO. 

Business...

COVID Positive!
Randy Flierman, ATFA CEO.



Flooring • Decking & Screening • Posts & Beams • Stairs • Cladding • Rough Sawn Timber

PACIFIC JARRAH SOUTHERN SPOTTED PACIFIC CROWS ASH

At Matthei Timbers, we are 
committed to supplying 

FSC® 100% Certified Hardwood. 
Our timbers are non-bleed, kiln-

dried, duro class 1 hardwood.

Delivering a suitable range of 
species for a wide range 

of applications.

CERTIFIED 
WHOLESALE 
TIMBER YOU 
CAN TRUST.

Phone: (07) 3807 1295
www.mattheitimbers.com.au

Matthei Timbers Advert ART.indd   1Matthei Timbers Advert ART.indd   1 10/3/20   10:34 am10/3/20   10:34 am



Loba Australia Pty Ltd   |  1300 745 622  | 6 Strong Ave, Thomastown, Vic 3074 | info@loba.com.au | www.loba.com.au

Anspruch verbindet 

PU280
polyurethane primer 
A one component, solvent free waterproofing, no waste primer that improves the 
stability of slab surfaces. PU280 resists contaminates and provides superior moisture
vapour protection for priming porous and non porous subfloors.

MS260 
timber flooring adhesive
WAKOL MS260 Timber Flooring Adhesive is a one component, hard flexible, VOC 
free adhesive for the interior installation of timber flooring up to 180mm wide. 
Perfect for installing solid strip flooring, plank, block/mosaic parquet, engineered 
flooring and acoustic matting. MS260 also has high tensile strength and holds a 
firm ridge for excellent grab and resistance to timber warping. MS260 also has 
excellent sound reduction meeting BCA acoustic requirements 

why wait... 
prime then lay before lunch..

a superior grade flooring adhesive 
that provides excellent grab, 

resists cupping and panelling. 

Premium Adhesive Systems 
It’s insurance for your floor... 

MS230 
timber flooring adhesive

engineered
for perfection...

FirmFlexible, premium single component MS Polymer adhesive for the interior 
installation of engineered timber flooring of unlimited width. MS230 is easy to trowel 
and holds its form for excellent grab and protection against hollow spots. MS230 will not 
stain or burn prefinished flooring surfaces. A site friendly, No VOC formulation that 
provides a cost effective easy clean up alternative where multi layer engineered boards 
are installed. 
Meets BCA Acoustic requirements. 

PU385
foaming timber adhesive
Wakol PU385 Timber Flooring Adhesive is a one component, premium polyurethane 
adhesive for the interior installation of timber flooring such as solid strip, 
overlay or engineered timber.  PU385 is solventfree, suitable for underfloor heating, 
water free and slightly foaming to protect against mild subfloor unevenness.  

the ultimate in foaming adhesives, 
ready to sand in 24 hrs 

Australia’s No.1 Moisture Blocker 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Contributor article...

One of my floors is going to be inspected, I’m screwed right?
Chris Northmore, ATFA Inspector, James Henry Ltd.

I’ve seen this question, and a few 
variations, posted by contractors facing 
an ATFA inspection of one of their floors.

The answer is NO. Actually, it’s an 
opportunity for you to get involved 
and help find a solution.

There are a range of reasons why 
inspections are requested. Most 
inspections are about figuring out 
if there’s something wrong with the 
floor; if so what has caused it, and 
what can be done to solve it.

Not all inspections find something 
wrong with a floor. In some instances 
there is nothing wrong, and the ‘defects’ 
the homeowner is pointing out are 
acceptable characteristics. Sometimes 
an issue with a floor is unrelated to 
the work undertaken, for example 
caused by a leaking dishwasher.

In some cases the inspection is 
requested by the contractor to get an 
impartial assessment of concerns being 
raised by a home or site owner (who is 
sometimes holding back a payment).

It’s not about hanging you or anyone 
else out to dry, it’s about finding a 
solution. All ATFA inspection reports are 
impartial; they are written on the basis 
that the same report would be provided 

regardless of who commissioned it. All 
inspection reports are peer reviewed 
before being issued – to ensure 
consistency, that all aspects have been 
properly considered and there is no bias.

You should attend the inspection visit. 
Do your best to leave any emotion at 
the door and be professional. Be ready 
to provide factual information – when 
the floor was laid, what moisture testing 
was undertaken of the subfloor and 
floorboards, what other works were 
happening at the time, when it was 
sanded, what products, what advice 
was provided as to suitability and 
durability of products, etc. If there is 
an issue, be ready to be constructive 
and recommend a solution.

Inspecting floors is not my favourite 
thing to be doing. No one likes finding 
fault in someone else’s work, but having 
an inspection process is a necessary 
function for our industry. It’s helpful if 
the contractor is on site and is being 
positive about contributing to the 
process and finding a solution.

To finish, an actual situation where the 
homeowner’s concerns may have been 
unfounded... I recall an occasion where a 
homeowner requested I inspect their floor 
and the contractor became so concerned 

about the process that the inspection 
didn’t proceed. The unfortunate aspect 
about this – I happened to visit the house 
about six months later for something 
unrelated, and actually, both the laying 
and finishing of the floor looked great. 
From what I could see the contractor 
had achieved a good result in a difficult 
situation, and it’s likely I would have 
written a report that was complimentary 
to the contractor’s work. 

Gaps between floorboards, an acceptable 
characteristic in a new floor?

Should this colour change be within the 
homeowner’s expectations?
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This time around it’s about dealing with the finishing touches 
– in particular, expansion gaps, edges and perimeters.

The very first thing that needs to be understood clearly by 
everyone in the trade is the different edge finishing options 
available to floating and fixed flooring systems. If we don’t 
have a firm grasp of the fundamental differences between 
what we can and can’t do to each system type, there is 
a high chance our client is going to be surprised (read 
disappointed) with some of the finished details on their floor.

Floating Floors
As a general rule, floating floor installations (i.e. all laminates 
and hybrids, as well as many bamboo and engineered timbers) 
will have more edge trims and transitions to explain to the 
client. They are also often the least desired part of the floor 
from the client’s point of view – we have all had the discussion 
regarding expansion trims in floating floors with a client that 
just doesn’t want one. (Note that if you have not had this 
discussion with a client, please enrol in the next ATFA course!).

Edge finishing with a floating floor must allow free movement 
– it cannot hold the floor in place as this will often lead to a 
failure of the floor system down the track. This includes things 
like glue fixing any trims or ramps; most products exclude 
the use of silicone or caulking compounds, even the stair 
nosings that come with many flooring products cannot be 
used where they meet floor area instead of just a single tread.

This leaves us with a few common trim types that need to be 
used for all edges of a floating floor installation. These are:

• Skirting boards

• Kickboards

• Scotia

• U-Channels

• H-Trims

• Cover trims that utilise a base plate type 
system (such as a universal trim)

When installing these trims, we need to make sure they 
are fitted correctly and allow for the free movement 
of the floor – so no gluing them in place or jamming 
down skirting boards to stop a floor from bouncing. 

So what looks best on a floating floor?
Kickboards and skirting boards look best where 
possible – keeping in mind that with kickboards, the 
weight of the kitchen cannot sit on the floor. 

When it comes to scotia, the choice comes down to whether 
you match the floor colour (usually the best option) or the wall 
colour. Sometimes a scotia will be fitted in-front of a skirting 
board, as the skirtings cannot be removed, or the client does 
not want them moved. In that situation, matching the scotia 
to the skirting colour can be a better aesthetic decision.

With aluminium trims, it is usually best to match the floor colour 
where possible. As to the type of trim, H-Channels sit nice 
and flat in doorways and provide good expansion allowances 
if fitted correctly. When abutting a hard edge (such as a tile 
edge or aluminium door track) C-Channels usually work best. 

When terminating a junction between two different floor types, 
cover type trims are most often used. Some care is needed 
when fitting cover type trims to ensure they are fixed securely 
enough that they don’t come loose or create a trip hazard, but 
they also must not be fitted down so hard they prevent the free 
movement of the floating floor. It’s actually for this reason that 
I often suggest using C-Channels to carpet edges – it allows for 
a neat finish if the carpet is rolled onto a smooth edge to the 

The leading edge.
Phil Buckley, ATFA Inspector, Mint Floors & Shutters.

Technical article...

As always, I am going to bang on about client expectations again. You must all be 
sick of it by now, yet it is still the most neglected element of the flooring projects, and 
regularly requires the services of one of us ATFA inspectors (with daylight second).
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back of the C-Channel, and the trim can’t be kicked loose or 
interfere with the expansion allowance for the floating floor. 

Fixed Floor Systems
The options for edge details with a fixed floor system are far 
more forgiving and often provide for a neater finish. The main 
reason for this is that the floor is held in place, so there is no 
need for the edge trim to prevent upward movement of the 
floor. The other key factor with floating type systems is that they 
often require less in the way of intermediate expansion trims.

All of the terminating options for floating floors are 
available for solid timber, but with the addition of:

• Flush finish options such as caulking and silicone joints

• Flat bar and angles 

• Solid timber ramps and nosings

• Edges can sit under joinery (allowing for neater finishes 
to waterfall endings and end panels for instance)

So what looks best? 
A good rule to use is ‘less is more’. I do not mean use less 
expansion allowances than required, I mean they should not 
look like expansion allowances. This can be achieved by using 
existing building elements such as joinery or skirting boards to 
cover the expansion allowances, or by using elements that blend 
well with the surrounding structures. A good example of this 
is using an aluminium angle against a sliding door track that is 
the same colour as the door tracks – this effectively makes the 
expansion cover part of the door system and not a separate trim.

Fixed flooring systems also can utilise exposed elements 
such as solid timber nosing or reducing trims, flat bar 
junctions, cork expansion trims, or caulking joints. All of 
these items provide for a finish where the cut edge of the 

floor and the expansion allowance is exposed. This needs 
to be considered as it can expose untidy elements of the 
floor finish. An example of this would be trying to neat cut 
a herringbone parquetry to a brick wall – the joint is likely 
to be untidy and would be neater covered than caulked.

An example where exposed expansion allowances can look 
neat include caulking joints around kitchen end panels, flat 
bar aluminium used between timber and carpet junctions, 
and neat caulking or silicone joints to tiled edges.

Regardless of the install system or product, it is always 
important to understand the installation requirements for the 
products and to clearly communicate that with the clients. 
Junction and edging details can make or break a job, and they 
are very often the most scrutinised detail of the finished product. 
So let’s avoid surprises – they always cost you money! 



NSFP’s beautiful and 
sustainable Tasmanian Oak 
timber flooring products all 
sourced from the southern 
forests of Tasmania.

More architects, builders and designers choose  
NSFP Tasmanian Oak hardwood flooring because of  
its workability, consistent grain and natural blond tones. 

Choose from Abelwood solid hardwood flooring or Woodsmith Engineered Flooring. 

abelwood.com.au wearewoodsmith.com.au@abelwoodtasoak @wearewoodsmith

Contact NSFP’s experienced and dedicated Victorian and Tasmanian teams today for all your hardwood requirements.

Abelwood solid hardwood flooring is available in  
19mm Structural and 12mm Overlay Tongue and Groove 
profiles and is available in two styles, Classic and Prime. 

Woodsmith Engineered Flooring is handcrafted from 
the finest hardwood Tasmanian Oak. The straight, 
consistent grain and 165mm flooring profile creates a 
sense of expansiveness and organic flow and quarter 
sawing ensures a smooth, uninterrupted visual continuity. 
The layered construction is stable, flexible, resistant to 
warping and shrinkage, and suitable for domestic and 
commercial applications.

Huon Trail

Cradle Sky Derwent Breeze

Tamar Mist Freycinet Morning

Shannon Rise

Width  65mm 85mm 108mm 112mm 133mm

12mm 
Thickness

19mm 
Thickness

 Width Length Thickness Installation type

165mm 2130mm 14.2mm Tongue and groove

Abelwood 19mm and 12mm Hardwood Flooring  
is available in the following sizes:

Specifications:Abelwood Classic hardwood flooring features natural 
characteristics such as gum veins, small gum pockets, 
knots and streaks throughout the timber, whilst Abelwood 
Prime hardwood flooring features a clear and consistent 
grain, with minimal occurrences of natural features.

PrimeClassic

VICTORIA 
Email: vicsales@nsfpgroup.com.au  
Phone: 03 8797 1100

TASMANIA 
Email: sales@nsfpgroup.com.au        
Phone: +61 3 6326 1181

Proudly partnering with
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NSFP’s beautiful and 
sustainable Tasmanian Oak 
timber flooring products all 
sourced from the southern 
forests of Tasmania.

More architects, builders and designers choose  
NSFP Tasmanian Oak hardwood flooring because of  
its workability, consistent grain and natural blond tones. 

Choose from Abelwood solid hardwood flooring or Woodsmith Engineered Flooring. 

abelwood.com.au wearewoodsmith.com.au@abelwoodtasoak @wearewoodsmith

Contact NSFP’s experienced and dedicated Victorian and Tasmanian teams today for all your hardwood requirements.

Abelwood solid hardwood flooring is available in  
19mm Structural and 12mm Overlay Tongue and Groove 
profiles and is available in two styles, Classic and Prime. 

Woodsmith Engineered Flooring is handcrafted from 
the finest hardwood Tasmanian Oak. The straight, 
consistent grain and 165mm flooring profile creates a 
sense of expansiveness and organic flow and quarter 
sawing ensures a smooth, uninterrupted visual continuity. 
The layered construction is stable, flexible, resistant to 
warping and shrinkage, and suitable for domestic and 
commercial applications.

Huon Trail

Cradle Sky Derwent Breeze

Tamar Mist Freycinet Morning

Shannon Rise

Width  65mm 85mm 108mm 112mm 133mm

12mm 
Thickness

19mm 
Thickness

 Width Length Thickness Installation type

165mm 2130mm 14.2mm Tongue and groove

Abelwood 19mm and 12mm Hardwood Flooring  
is available in the following sizes:

Specifications:Abelwood Classic hardwood flooring features natural 
characteristics such as gum veins, small gum pockets, 
knots and streaks throughout the timber, whilst Abelwood 
Prime hardwood flooring features a clear and consistent 
grain, with minimal occurrences of natural features.

PrimeClassic

VICTORIA 
Email: vicsales@nsfpgroup.com.au  
Phone: 03 8797 1100

TASMANIA 
Email: sales@nsfpgroup.com.au        
Phone: +61 3 6326 1181

Proudly partnering with

Case study...

The flooring product
The flooring was solid 80 x 19mm mixed hardwood that 
had been secretly fixed with staples and adhesive to a 
particleboard subfloor on LVL timber joists. The floor 
had been coated with a water-based polyurethane.

What is being investigated and why?
When viewed, the floor had the appearance as shown in the first 
photo and in reflected light the cupped shape to the boards 
was quite evident. When considering a floor with a cupped 
shape there are three possible reasons – dry conditions above 
the floor, moist conditions beneath a floor, and expansion 
pressure causing boards to peak at their edges and thereby 
take on a cupped appearance. Unless affected by specific 
heat sources the industry would generally expect a floor 
to have a flat appearance, as did the owner in this case.

What needs to be considered? 
The first aspect to consider is whether the boards are tight at 
adjoining edges or not. If gapping is present it often means that 
the moisture content has reduced from the time of installation 
with dry or very dry conditions prevailing above the floor. If 
however, board joints are tight then the floor is generally under 
some expansion pressure and either moisture beneath the 
floor or pressure effects in the floor are causing the cupped 
appearance. Viewing to see if cork expansion joints, if installed, 
have compressed and measurement over ten boards, allows 
you to consider floor expansion. Another aspect to be assessed 
is the moisture content of the flooring, and for this both 
resistance and capacitance moisture meters can be used. A 
resistance meter will mark the board surface and may not be 
appropriate to use. A capacitance moisture meter does not 
mark the board surface but will often only provide an indicative 
measure of board moisture content. With a floor such as this, it 
is beneficial to consider the humidity of the environments the 
floor is exposed to, including beneath the floor in the subfloor 
space, and from there other subfloor aspects can also be 
considered. The second photo shows the subfloor space.

Investigation
At the inspection it was observed that the board edges were 
tight, the cork expansion joint had closed a little and this 
was consistent with the floor being under some expansion 

David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager.

Why is my floor cupping?
There can be a number of reasons why a solid strip floor may take on a cupped 
appearance where the board edges are higher than the centre of the board. Often 
it is the result of a moisture imbalance through the boards, and at other times it is 
expansion pressure in the floor that makes the boards take on a cupped appearance. 
In this case study, ATFA’s technical manager David Hayward will take you through 
the process of investigation as to why this solid timber floor has cupped. 

continued »
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pressure. How much pressure? Well, the measurements over 
ten boards only recorded an average board width of 80.2mm, 
so not a lot of expansion or expansion pressure. Assessing 
the moisture content with a capacitance moisture meter 
gave variable results, considered to be due to a range of 
species in the floor and in this instance was not that helpful. 
It was also not appropriate to use the resistance meter.

So where from here? The next step to continue the investigation 
is by assessing the relative humidity within the dwelling, 
outside the dwelling in a sheltered area, and beneath the 
floor. The dwelling’s family room spilled out onto a covered 
deck and with patio doors open we would expect similar 
relative humidity readings both inside and out. In the dwelling 
67%, outside 66%, and now the subfloor space 80%. A 16% 
difference between external and subfloor humidities is a 
significant difference. You would expect the subfloor space 
to be a little cooler and a little more humid, but this degree of 
difference is greater than expected. Converting these relative 
humidities back to equivalent timber moisture contents, they 
would equate to 12% inside and 16% in the subfloor space. 

What other observations are there from the subfloor 
space? It was apparent that the ground sloped, and that 
the subfloor area could be prone to seepage. There was 
also only significant ventilation from one end and a lack of 
adequate cross flow ventilation. In areas of no cross flow, 
the soil was damp and resistance moisture meter readings 
in solid pine framing members were high at 17% to 19%. 
These aspects are shown in the third and fourth photos.

Analysis and outcome
With a bit of investigation, the factors contributing to the cause 
of the cupping began to fall into place. It was apparent that 
with both seepage and insufficient cross flow ventilation there 
is an increase in the subfloor relative humidity that would be 
maintained at high levels for extended periods – causing the 
moisture content of the particleboard and lower floorboard to 
rise. Hence an imbalance in the moisture content of the strip 
timber flooring above had caused the cupping. Higher moisture 
in the lower section of the board causes it to expand more than 
the upper exposed surface – the consequence of this being the 
cupped shaped of the boards. But in this case not overly severe.

Dealing with seepage can require subfloor enclosed drainage 
and perhaps a pumping system, along with a plastic moisture 
vapour barrier over the soil that can also be beneficial. A lack 
of cross flow ventilation can be addressed by addition of vents, 
or at times mechanical systems have needed to be installed.

What we can learn from this?
There are two learnings we can take away from this case 
study. Firstly, if you are laying floors over an enclosed subfloor 
space it is expected that you will have undertaken a site 
assessment. In this instance and with little effort, the lack of 
sufficient ventilation and presence of seepage should have 
been identified. These would then be raised with the builder 
and/or owner to correct, and noting that the flooring would 
not be installed until remediation of the subfloor space, and 
the subfloor over which you would be laying back to ‘normal’ 
moisture contents. Secondly, if inspecting a cupped floor over 
an enclosed subfloor space, don’t confine your investigation 
to only what is happening above the floor. The most valuable 
information is often gained from what is happening below 
the floor and considering relative humidity differences. 

Case study...

Why is my floor cupping?
continued



CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR VISIT WWW.AMERICANSANDERS.COM.AU

BUILT 
TOUGH

SINCE 1916

SUPER 7
EDGER 

178mm  (7 INCH)

1HP Motor

2800 RPM SINGLE SPEED 

THE EDGER OF CHOICE FOR THE
PRO CONTRACTOR FOR OVER 50 YEARS. 

Designed for both power and durability, 

Equipped with a quick release dust bag and 

the ability to attach directly to a vacuum, 

this edger continues to outpace the competition.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
SUPERIOR FINISH 

ONE MACHINE FOR EVERY JOB EPOCH
DUAL SPEED 

BOOK AN ON-SITE DEMO TODAY !

• 175 RPM / 300 RPM

• 1.5 HP Motor

• 405mm (16 INCH) 

• LED Light 

• 11.2kg Weights 

The Epoch is a dual speed, multi-purpose machine designed to meet the many 

demands of wood floor sanding. Used on low speed, the machine can be used 

as a traditional buffer for intercoat abrasion, fine finishing, polishing or stain application. 

Used on high speed with the HydraSand, the Epoch acts as a planetary sander, abrading 

and flattening floors. 

Removable weights allow for various levels of adjustment.

INCLUDES
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THE  ULTIMATE  
FLOORING BLADE
Are you cutting a lot of laminate or bamboo? 

The Diablo Flooring Blade is specifically designed for 
cutting laminate, bamboo, hardwood and engineered  
wood in a stationary or hand-held saw. Diablo is a 
Premium Accessory brand for an affordable price,  
delivering extreme lifetime and a clean cut quality.  
No need for laminate scissors or constant change of 
your circular saw blade anymore. 

The key to success are the Polycrystalline Diamond 
(PCD) Teeth and a thin kerf. Diamond is the strongest 
material in the universe and it can combat any hard 
to cut laminate or bamboo. This blade delivers an 
unbeatable 75x longer life time than standard  
circular saw blade. 

Available in 190mm and 254mm.

Can’t believe it? See with your own  
eyes on the Diablo website. 

www.DiabloTools.com.au 

Available at Authorised Diablo Retailers
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For our Kiwi members...

Disputed Small Claims – 
How Do You Win Them?
Finn Collins, Partner | Gibson Sheat.

In my experience, all tradies working in the finishing area 
such as painters, plasterers, tilers and flooring contractors 
will – no matter how good their workmanship and systems 
are – at some point have the unpleasant task of preparing for 
and attending a disputed claim in the Disputes Tribunal.

If you are responding to a claim, then you will already 
have a hearing date that has been sent to you in the 
mail. To give yourself the best opportunity to defend 
yourself, you should prepare well in advance. 

Ideally, you would file a short submission, which should 
be no more than two pages in length, together with a 
paginated bundle of any relevant documentation i.e. 
plans, quotes, email correspondence, and so on. 

Your submission and paginated bundle of documents 
should be filed at least one week before the hearing date. 
This is to avoid the homeowner or developer complaining 
on the day that they have only just received your material 
and have not had a chance to consider, which may simply 
lead to an adjournment and waste everyone’s time.

In preparing the submission keep it simple. Aim to set out in one 
paragraph what the issue is and the key facts. We often spend 
more time in drafting the first paragraph of any submission 
than we do anything else. Being able to describe what the 
dispute is in very simple terms is something of an art form. 
An example opening paragraph might be something like:

Glossy Floor Limited was contracted to install, sand and 
polyurethane 30m2 of matai timber flooring. The agreed 
price was [insert]. This work was completed on 19 February 
2020. The homeowners, Mr and Mrs Never Happy do 
not like the colour of the stain. They want the entire floor 
replaced. Glossy Floors Limited says that this is not a 
reasonable position for Mr and Mrs Never Happy to adopt.

In respect of correspondence, as soon as there is a dispute, 
you need to have your antenna on. This is because any email 
or letter that you send is likely to be read by the Disputes 
Tribunal adjudicator. That means do not engage in stroppy 
point-scoring correspondence. If you do, the adjudicator 

will read this in advance of the hearing and may form an 
impression of you that is not complimentary. Carefully drafted 
emails that are free of emotion, logical and professional, 
make your chances of winning significantly higher.

Quite often, it is the homeowners or developer who fall into 
the trap of sending stroppy emails and taking unsustainable 
positions in correspondence. If so, relax. This may be good news 
for you as the adjudicator will read their correspondence and 
likely form an unsympathetic view of them before the hearing.

Due to the craftsmanship that goes into timber flooring 
and the natural characteristics of timber, there will be any 
number of factors that are beyond your reasonable control 
or are workmanship issues that are minor and can be easily 
remedied. However, a homeowner or developer may not 
always appreciate this, or may not want to appreciate this. 

That means that if there is a dispute about the look of 
the floor or whether a workmanship issue is major or 
minor, then you will need to obtain an independent 
report from a qualified flooring professional. 

We have resolved many disputes where flooring contractors 
have obtained a report from a senior ATFA member who has 
been on site and prepared a written report. It does come at 
a cost, but if you are not armed with an independent report 
then you will most likely be faced with having to respond to 
a short and unhelpful email from a competitor being critical 
of your work, when such criticism is likely to be unfounded. 

So spend a bit more money, if the sum in dispute is 
worth it, to obtain an independent report from a senior 
ATFA member who will most likely be from outside your 
region and will not be in any competition with you. 

To sum up, if you engage in professional correspondence at 
all times, obtain an independent report from a senior ATFA 
member (if necessary) and submit a good summary of your 
case with the supporting documentation in chronological 
order in advance, then you might be surprised at how 
sympathetic the Disputes Tribunal will be to your case. 

For a flooring contractor there is a very real prospect that you will end 
up in the small claims court, which in New Zealand is called the Disputes 
Tribunal. This can, since October 2019, hear disputes up to a value of 
$30,000. This is great news, as it can otherwise be too slow and expensive 
to take disputed claims for modest amounts through the courts.
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Granted, there are a variety of coating technologies 
to pick from and discuss; I will focus on what I believe 
to be the two types of product technologies that 
are widely used in the timber flooring market:

1. Moisture Cured Solvented Polyurethane; and 

2. Waterborne Polyurethane coatings 

Curing is a chemical reaction that occurs with the bonding 
or crosslinking of polymers. In the case of polyurethane 
curing, it is the reaction of an isocyanate (R-NCO) with a 
hydroxyl group (R-OH) and/or an Amine group (R-NH2). 

The chemical reaction, specifically relating to a polyurethane 
moisture cure is depicted in the above diagram. As mentioned, 
Isocyanates (R-NCO) react with Hydroxyls (R-OH) to form 
polyurethane or in the case of a coating, to cross link and 
form a film. One of the chemical structures most commonly 
known is the chemical formula for Water (H2O) or illustrated 
as a structural image as seen here. Here, you can see the 
Hydroxyl group R-OH, reacting with our isocyanate to form 
a polyurethane film. Once water is reacted, it yields a few 
by-products. Two specific by-products worth mentioning 
are Carbon Dioxide (CO2) [these are also the bubbles 
that make your beer or soft drink fizzy] and Heat. 

The importance of mentioning this is that it shows the 
relationship between moisture, bubbles, physical drying, and 
curing. Therefore, the higher amount of moisture percentage 
that can react with the coating the faster reaction ‘rate’ of 
film forming occurs. The fast rate in which this occurs in turn 
gives less opportunity to the ‘other’ components of a coating 
technology to do its job such as, levelling, flow, defoaming and 
drying. It is also worth noting that other compounds contain 
Hydroxyl groups, the most notable being alcohols. This means 
alcohols such as Methanol or Ethanol will also react with a 
moisture-cured polyurethane. If you have some free-time and 
if I have sparked your interest, google the chemical structure 
of Alcohol, Methanol or Ethanol and you should find the same 
hydroxyl (R-OH) groups as we see in our water molecule.

One of the main avenues through which moisture reaches 
our polyurethane system is the air and is measured as a 
humidity percentage. Typically, formulations for floor coatings 
state an average humidity of around 50% for recommended 
drying; there are also recommendations of substrate moisture 
percentage contents, which if excessive or high can cause 
potential issues. More so, in the manufacture of these goods it 
is critical that moisture is contained during the manufacturing 
process through vacuum and the use of nitrogen blankets to 

Manufacturing...

A brief dive into the chemistry of 
moisture curing and drying in 
Timber Coating Technologies.
George Zavras MRACI, Urethane Coatings

There are several reactions and mechanisms occurring simultaneously when a 
timber floor coating forms a film. This is an important concept to understand as it 
not only affects the film formation of a coating, it can also influence and change the 
applicator’s perception on how the coatings products are handled and used. This 
deeper insight into the chemistry of this phenomena is beneficial to all applicators or 
timber floor specialists as it increases their awareness and knowledge of how these 
types of products are manufactured. In addition, and most importantly, it assists 
greatly in the decision-making process when dealing with the never-ending variables 
associated with installing, maintaining, and sustaining a beautiful timber floor. 
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ensure that contamination is minimised. This is also brought 
forward to the actual packaging of materials where appropriate 
packaging and things such as uni-grips (sealed spout) and 
nitrogen purging of each pail before sealing are completed. 

Most coatings are typically contained in solvent, co-solvent and 
water. In the case of a standard moisture-cured polyurethane, 
it typically is contained in solvent and thus is referred to as 
solvent-based. During the curing process I have explained that 
this chemical reaction starts to crosslink the polymer over time, 
although while this is occurring the material is still contained 
in solvent. For the film to fully form it is essential for the solvent 
to evaporate off but also equally important to evaporate off 
before the full cure has occurred in the polyurethane. Solvent 
can be entrapped in the polyurethane film if the cure rate 
exceeds the evaporation rate. A good example of this would 
be if you had a cup of solvent-based polyurethane and left it 
to react off overnight. The next morning you will find a layer 
on top fully cured, whereas the bottom half of the cup will still 
be soft and tacky. This is because 
the polyurethane film is creating 
a barrier for moisture to react 
with the bottom half of the cup.

Therefore, drying or evaporation 
is the physical process of a 
solvent, co-solvent or water 
converting from liquid to vapour. 
The rate this occurs is determined 
by a few factors although the 
most critical would have to 
be temperature, airflow and 
humidity. In the case of volatile 
solvents typically an increase in 
temperature will greatly increase 
the evaporation rate, although as 
mentioned earlier regarding curing, a by-product of the curing 
reaction is heat. Therefore, if you have high temperatures 
and humidity you will find a very speedy curing rate for your 
moisture-cured polyurethane. Another factor that I believe is 
glossed over is the power of airflow and how that affects an 
evaporation rate. Airflow can significantly increase dry times. 
Think about when you put your washing in a dryer – this is a 
controlled temperature and airflow chamber to ensure your 
bed sheets are nice and dry within a brief period of time! 

From this description of curing of polyurethanes, it gets even 
more interesting with waterborne polyurethane coatings. As 

mentioned water is highly reactive in the process of forming a 
polyurethane; in the case of a waterborne polyurethane coating 
these systems already come fully reacted although typically 
the system is emulsified in water, co-solvents and coalescence. 
Therefore, the entire drying process is flipped regarding how 
we think when detailing curing/drying of a solvent-based 
moisture cured system. Waterborne polyurethanes heavily 
depend on evaporation. Unlike moisture cured systems, high 
humidity greatly effects the drying rate of the waterborne 
coating inversely. This is because there is already a high level 
of water vapour in the air therefore creating an obstacle for 
evaporation to occur. Although the purpose of drying for 
a coating is to subsequently form a hard film, this cannot 
be complete without the presence of coalescence. 

As water is a medium between the polymer and the 
binder, once water is evaporated it is then left for 
the polymer and binder to merge – this is what is 
described as coalescence. See image below.

In some cases, you can watch this occurring while a 
waterborne coating is drying; that is, quick transition 
from a very mottled effect to a very nice flat sheen. 

Once these processes are understood, it sheds light 
onto the behaviour of the coating system and how it 
interacts with the world around it. This article was a 
brief touch on the topic of curing and drying for coating 
technologies, although this logic can be used to give 
direction on how the next job is approached. 
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I have provided a few thoughts on the impact that 
COVID-19 could potentially have on construction 
apprenticeships with a particular focus on the 15 trade 
sectors under BCITO coverage. Currently, BCITO has 
just over 13,000 active trainees and apprentices.

Without significant intervention, we anticipate a substantial 
decline in apprentice numbers over the next 6-18 months 
but the extent of that decline, and the recovery time, is 
difficult to assess with any certainty at this early stage. 

Our view relies on past experience of the issues and trends 
identified from those experiences. We see no particular 
reason why the outcomes would be markedly different 
this time, given the construction sector has been through 
recessions many times before and the results are always the 
same. You just have to look at what happened in 1987 with 
the stock market crash; 1997 with the Asian financial crisis; 
and of course, the 2008 global financial crisis. Unless the 
response is different this time, 2020 will be no different.

As a general overview, apprentice numbers are tied directly 
to the health of construction firms, particularly residential 
construction firms. As the largest sector of construction 
(it is also the largest employer of construction apprentices 
with over 80% of BCITO trainees) it is a good barometer 
when it comes to considering how construction activity 
and training is likely to react to the current circumstances. 
The amount of existing work and the ongoing confidence 
in the supply of future work are the critical determinants 
in the willingness of employers to take on apprentices. 

We are aware of the Government’s intention to accelerate 
investment in ‘shovel-ready’ construction infrastructure projects 
to help kick start the recovery. These large infrastructure 
projects will help with unemployment and while we support 
any moves in this vein, they will do little to address the loss 
of construction apprentices, given most are employed in the 
housing sector. Infrastructure has no call for qualified floorers, 
roofers, tilers, joiners, carpenters, electricians, plasterers, interior 
designers, kitchen and bathroom designers and the like. 

We expect consumer confidence in the housing 
market to be negatively affected for some time, which 
will result in residential construction being similarly 
impacted. Trainee numbers will be an early casuality, 
and it is difficult to see how this can be avoided.

The challenge is to try and retain (or keep a connection 
with) the number of apprentices currently in the system. 
To not waste the learning to date, and have a capable and 
trained workforce ready when the recovery is underway. 

We wrote to Ministers explaining what we expected to see and in 
addition to significant intervention, we recommended bringing 
forward and fast-tracking the reforms of vocational education. 

One of the desired outcomes of the vocational reforms is 
for learners to be able to transition seamlessly between 
work-based, classroom-based and remote learning 
and that the learning journey is not disadvantaged by 
location or the fortunes of the economic cycle.

With the New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology now 
established, it should be more able to influence how the 
Polytech sector might have otherwise responded. We believe 
there are opportunities for BCITO (and other construction-
based ITOs) and the NZIST to work together collaboratively in 
the spirit of RoVE to help address some of the likely casualties 
COVID-19 will have on our employers and learners.

Also, consideration has to be given to supporting those 
apprentices who might otherwise end up as NEETS (not 
in employment, education or training) and maintaining a 
connection with their employer even though they are no 
longer employed. Firms will likely want their staff back as their 
businesses recover. Keeping those relationships alive while 
apprentices continue to learn offsite will facilitate a more 

Truly unprecedented times.

For our Kiwi members...

Over the last couple of months, the impact of the COVID-19 
lockdown and the Government’s response has been, to use 
a now well-used term, unprecedented. It truly has been.
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effortless transfer between continued learning and work – 
even if that transition is gradual (for example one or two days 
a week). There are options available to facilitate this, which 
align with the Construction Sector Skills Action Plan that we 
believe should be explored. This connection and reconnection 
with the employer and apprentice is also a vital ingredient to 
ensure learning is not disrupted (or the disruption is kept to 
a minimum) as successful program completion tends to be 
heavily compromised when an apprentice changes employer. 

We wrote to Ministers sharing these views, and with the 
Budget, on 14 May we saw their response. Investing $1.6b 
in trades training and apprentices is truly unprecedented 
(there’s that word again) and along with $5b for 8,000 
new public houses will go a long way to support us.

The extra 8,000 new public and transitional homes, and the 
Warmer Kiwi Homes package, is a nod to help maintain the 
supply of work and drive skill demand by employers who will also 
be supported if they take on apprentices. For every two homes 

we build there is an apprentice – so 4,000 more apprenticeships 
will be available than might have otherwise been the case.

The Government also recognises that we need to continue 
to develop and grow our skills during recessionary times, as 
historically we’ve struggled to have sufficient skills when the 
market recovers. Free fees for all for two years; support for 
group training schemes; support for Māori and Pasifika trades 
training; and trade academies in schools are all targeted at this.

Finally, the fast-tracking of the reforms to vocational education 
and the establishment of the six Workforce Development 
Councils by the end of this year will pave the way for Industry 
Training Organisations and Polytechs to work closely 
together and form the New Zealand Institute of Skills and 
Technology. For too long, we have been competitors and 
we need to remove those barriers, so that we are all working 
together for the best interests of employers and learners. 

We congratulate the government on these positive steps. 

Warwick Quinn is 
the chief executive 
of the Building 
& Construction 
Industry Training 
Organisation (BCITO)
bcito.org.nz
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Alex Lind Flooring Supplies is the longest running flooring supply 
shop in Sydney, NSW. Now onto the third generation, Alex Lind 
has constantly innovated and pioneered the flooring industry.
In the early 60’s, Alex Lind himself started a showroom in Bexley, NSW. He mainly sold sheet vinyl, 
vinyl tiles and cork flooring as that was the demand in that current time. In the early 80’s, Alex and 
his wife Mary were getting ready to retire. There was no better person to take over the business 
than one of his most loyal contractors, John Hannan. John had been contracting for Alex Lind 
Floor Coverings (business name at the time). In 1981, John and his wife Jennifer became the new 
face of Alex Lind Floor Coverings. Constantly innovating and adapting to the times, John grew the 
business exponentially. As the domestic market began to trend towards hard wood timber floors, 
the demand for floor sanding supplies became apparent to John in the 90’s. It was around this time 
that Alex Lind Floor Coverings was rebranded and reborn as Alex Lind Flooring Supplies (ALFS).

John and Jennifer decided to expand the company. They opened a branch in Tweed Heads, 
NSW, named Floor Sanders Trade Supplies with his daughter and son and law in the 2000’s. 
Donna and Stephen Hubbard are still running a successful business there today.

In the early 90’s ALFS was servicing a greater percentage of floor sanders in Sydney. Later down the 
track, John’s son Troy began working in the family company. With young blood, came young and new 
ideas. Troy gradually became the next new face of ALFS. Troy’s passion for the industry lead to bigger 
and far greater things, continuing on what his father did best, supplying tradesmen and women with 
industry leading products and equipment. ALFS went from serving just Sydney, to serving a large 
percentage of floor sander’s in Northern, Southern and Western NSW along with Canberra, ACT.

With Troy’s two sons, Tristan and Darcy working closely with ALFS in the last two years, it has allowed 
another fresh outlook on the company. Tristan and Darcy are now sitting in on ATFA meetings and 
intend on joining the board in order to keep everyone working closely among this unique industry.

As we all know, modern times require modern solutions to adapt in this everchanging world. 
Doing what they do best, ALFS has been at the forefront of the E-commerce and online world. 
Lead by Troy Hannan, he and his two sons have worked tirelessly to create and maintain a 
substantial online influence among both trade and retail customers all over Australia. 

Alex Lind 
Flooring Supplies.

Member profile...
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Boral Timber has been waving the flag for Australian-made products for 
decades. While this year has presented enormous challenges to the community 
as a whole after suffering through bushfires, floods and the ongoing global 
pandemic, the local timber industry is also taking stock. As the ‘shop local’ 
movement gains significant momentum around the country, driving more 
conscious buying decisions, now is a more timely moment than ever to 
encourage architects, designers and consumers to consider the importance 
of buying Australian-made timbers for their interior and exterior projects. 

“Boral is proud of to be a manufacturer of beautiful products that showcase 
Australian hardwoods, made in Australia by Australian workers,” commented 
Leon Travis, General Manager of Sales and Distribution, Boral Timber. “Like 
other long-standing names in the flooring and decking industry, we know how 
vital local manufacturing and investment in regional communities can be.” 

Boral has a strong presence on the northern and southern coasts of New South 
Wales, with manufacturing sites in country towns, such as Kyogle and Narooma. 
Boral Timber employs approximately 70 workers permanently at the sawmill in 
Kyogle, which is a significant number in such a small town. The business is 95 per 
cent Australian-made and Australian-sold and manufactures all products locally, 
except its engineered flooring. “We have never abandoned our roots – we are still 
heavily invested in domestic production and manufacturing,” noted Travis. 

“In recent years, Australia has become vulnerable to growing volumes of imported 
flooring and decking. We are not just a service industry, manufacturing is important, 
and we now have a chance to showcase our domestic production capabilities 
to those seeking out local building materials. It is likely that consumers would be 
unaware that most of our products are made here. This is an opportunity to educate 
the public and encourage consumers to place more value on origins and quality.” 

Free-trade agreements between Australia and foreign countries have contributed to 
a significant drop in the volume of Australian flooring products sold over the past ten 
years. This erosion has been challenging for the industry. “Australian timber products 
have not been the trend because they have not been promoted as aggressively as 
oak and similar imported timber varieties. I believe we will start to see a shift away 
from some of these imported products. Anecdotally, a growing number of people 
are beginning to question the true value of these goods,” commented Travis. 

“Of course, buyer decisions are heavily influenced by architects, flooring specialists and 
builders. Consumers have an idea of what they want the floor to look like and then they put 
their trust in the professionals to make the final decision. Those who have joined the design 
fraternity in the last decade would not have an intimate knowledge of Australian products 
and species. Promoting and specifying Australian species, such as Blackbutt and Spotted 
Gum, supports Australian companies, regional communities and local employment.”

With many younger architects and designers looking for more environmentally 
sustainable products, Australian-made timber is the natural choice for flooring and 
decking. Australian forests are protected by strict Federal and State controls and 
regulations ensuring that there is a healthy balance between long-term conservation 
and sustainable forestry management. All Boral Timber manufacturing sites are 
Chain of Custody certified, meeting the Responsible Wood Australian Wood AS 4707. 
Consumers can rest assured that the timber used for their hardwood flooring and 
decking has been sourced from certified, legal and sustainably managed sources.

The beauty of Australian hardwoods cannot be replicated. Supporting Australian-
made products will ensure local timber manufacturing remains viable and 
continues to support regional workforces, and the industry as a whole. 

Invest in regional communities.
Manufacturing...

Loba Australia Pty 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In February 2018 I was fortunate to attend an Advanced 
school in Tell City, Indiana USA, where we made a tiger out 
of mosaic parquetry (10×10x10 mm) pieces of oak. During 
my time there I learnt many new and helpful skills.
From being in Tell City and attending the School l was lucky to meet Avedis Duvenjian and 
Vartan Arutyunian from Archetypal flooring New York and we have formed a great friendship. 
When the school was finished Avedis and Vartan took me back Louisville airport. On the drive 
they asked me about coming back to do a special project they had coming up and I happily said 
yes, within 2 weeks I had my dates to return back to the US to help with their project.

This project was completed last year in a private house in New Jersey USA, however, my journey 
started in New York where I had a personal invite to go to Archetypal Flooring and had a one on 
one time with Avedis Duvenjian learning more about oils. Doing things in their workshop was like 
being a little kid again in a candy store. Avedis put me to work helping with finishing of the panels 
using special techniques on how to finish the end grain marquetry which was great, and I was able 
to help them out with some techniques as well. I was able to cut out the leaves and finish them 
ready for installation, which was 2 days of fun, learning and more time in the workshop. It was great 
being the only person outside of their company to ever be allowed in and to do what I did. 

Because we arrived to the project a day early we cleaned the entry and free laid all the panel which 
would not fit so I used a few tricks with the good old Festo Rotax sander and reshaped all the panels 
and cleaned up all the ruffled edges so they all fitted nice and snug. The first few days of the project, 
we spent a lot of time hand scrapping other parts of the floor which went through quite a few different 
process to antique the floor to look like a 17th century floor, from there I was given the job to cut all 
the leaves into the marquetry entry, I received help with the first 2 leaves and kept going with the rest. 
The leaves were all marked out on masking tape and slowly cut out with the bandsaw. Some of the leaves 
were cut out with the router, all others by hand in sections going into the solid chestnut flooring.

The entry was wire brushed by hand to clean the edges up a little more and all the 
gaps were filled with Vesting hard wax oil and sawdust and buffed in and cured 
with the LED light to give the desired finish seen in the pictures.

Overall, this has been an amazing experience from doing the school in Tell City where I met people 
like Avedis Duvenjian, Vartan Arutyunia, Howard Brickman and Jenny Riddle who I met at the school, 
to working on the project, making new friends and being with such knowledgeable tradespeople. The 
friendships I have made and being accepted into a brotherhood of masters, was the best experience.

To be involved with this project and be the first Australian to win a National Wood Flooring 
Association (NWFA) Flooring Award, as part of the team, is a great honour. 

Project profile...

A Floor to 
Remember!
Troy Abbott, Timberfection.
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Inspections
The ATFA inspections service is an unbiased and 
impartial diagnosis of the floor (we represent 
the floor, not one of the parties involved!).

Request your ATFA inspection today... https://www.atfa.com.au/request-an-inspection/

BEFORE:
• ATFA inspectors are highly trained and must pass a considerable testing regime.
• ATFA inspectors must carry professional indemnity insurance and carry all essential diagnosis equipment.

TO START:
• ATFA receives formal request for inspection.
• Different fees apply for members, consumers or builders/architects/insurers/non-members.
• Approx 60% of ATFA inspections are for insurance companies and insurance builders these days.
• Inspections involving ATFA members, and where the floor is considered to need remedial work, are extremely low 

(less than 5%), as members are kept informed of regulations and standards, and where products and workmanship are 
generally of a high standard.

• Once payment is received, the inspection proceeds.

THE PREPARATION PROCESS:
• Establish the nature of the concerns with the floor to be assessed and establish job details.
• ATFA inspectors follow set guidelines, templates, policies and procedures.
• ATFA inspectors notify the other party(s) of an inspection and provide the opportunity to provide information about the 

floor (when known – with insurance inspections it is rarely known who the contractor, supplier or manufacturer was).

THE INSPECTION PROCESS:
• Inspectors go to site and assess the concerns with the floor.
• Inspectors collect all relevant information and photographic evidence.
• Establish further information from the relevant parties.
• Inspector drafts the report.

REVIEW PROCESS:
• Draft reports are referred for peer review.
• Corrections and/or improvements are attended to.
• Improvements are referred back to the inspector.

OUTPUT:
• Inspectors work to a 10 working day turnaround (after payment is received).
• Once reviewed, the report is issued to the commissioning party.
• Where reports will be used for tribunal or court proceedings, additional required information is provided.
• Inspectors maintain records and backups accordingly.
• The other party can seek special exemption to have the report released to them if the commissioning party is 

obstructing or delaying the legal process from occurring.

ATFA inspections stand for something – ATFA doesn’t take sides – this process 
continues to improve workmanship and products within the industry.

ATFA inspection advert v01.indd   1ATFA inspection advert v01.indd   1 1/3/20   11:27 am1/3/20   11:27 am
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Now many of you may not know the term telegraphing 
when it comes to flooring, but it relates to what is 
below the exposed floor surface, showing through and 
affecting the visual appearance of the floor. In terms 
of engineered flooring it at times occurs in one type of 
board construction and with the visual appearance often 
described as stripes or ripples across the width of the 
board, when viewing down the length. More recently, we 
have started to see a greater occurrence of telegraphing 
in engineered floors. In this article, David Hayward 
will discuss telegraphing in engineered flooring and its 
relationship to board construction and moisture content.

As you would be aware, there are number of different types of 

engineered flooring in the market. All have a face lamella (also 

called a veneer) of solid timber and with many products it is glued 

to a plywood base. Alternatively, another common construction 

is where the lamella is glued onto blocks of timber and beneath 

this is another layer called the balancing layer. The general grain 

direction in each layer of plywood alternates and in the ‘block 

construction’ the grain direction of the blocks is at right angles to 

that of the lamella and balancing layer. It is the alternating of the 

grain direction between layers that adds stability to the products, 

resulting in the boards swelling and shrinking in width less than 

solid timber flooring, for the same change in moisture content.

Now, if telegraphing is from what is beneath the lamella causing 

the appearance of the floor to be affected, and resulting in a striped 

appearance, what does this look like in a floor? The first photo shows 

telegraphing in floorboards and it became evident early on that it 

can occur on occasions in the block construction product but not 

product with a plywood base. It has also been established that an 

increase in moisture content can result in telegraphing and therefore 

if a floor gets wet then telegraphing may occur. This is the case 

with the telegraphing in the first photo where water entered over 

time through a leaking patio door. With other areas of this floor as 

shown in the second photo, the appearance was quite acceptable, 

even though under downlight very minor telegraphing was evident. 

But when walking through the dwelling in areas not affected by 

moisture, any telegraphing present did not catch the eye. It needs 

to be considered that if a floor becomes moisture-affected then 

it is going to need some remedial work, irrespective of the board 

construction and in the floor shown, the telegraphing where moisture-

affected highlighted that there was a moisture ingress problem.

At times, we have seen telegraphing in flooring when being removed 

from a new box and as these boards have not been laid, no onsite 

moisture issues can be the cause. As such we need to delve deeper 

into the construction of the boards and consider variances that 

can occur and contribute to these boards having telegraphing. In 

such instances, a moisture content check can establish that the 

flooring is still near its expected manufactured moisture content 

and therefore the flooring has not been affected by moisture.

In one floor where telegraphing was quite pronounced, an 

inspection revealed nothing out of the ordinary with the installation 

of the floor or site conditions, but it was found that with leftover 

boards that had been stored, telegraphing was present. Some of 

these boards were dissected, which included cutting a piece of 

board lengthwise, and the third photo shows what was found.

Take a close look at this photo. Variable width gapping was 

present between blocks and the block thickness also varied. What 

if the moisture content between blocks differed significantly at 

manufacture, and could the growth ring angle on the blocks 

make a difference also? Compare this to our fourth photo and 

you will see that the lamella is thicker, there are minimal gaps 

between blocks, consistent block size, the growth rings all go 

top to bottom, not side to side (or a mix of these) and that 

the balancing layer is also relatively think and consistent.

Technical article...

Is that engineered floor ‘telegraphing’?
David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager.

continued »
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Call us to find out more about our great Flooring range
Selleys Australia 1300 555 206
Selleys New Zealand on 0800 736 539
Website www.selleys.com.au

BACKED BY THE 

10 YEAR 
D I R E C T  S T I C K  
W A R R A N T Y

Semi rigid adhesive, with high bond strength 
to resist cupping of solid timber planks

Foaming to prevent hollow spots 
and drumminess

Low odour and low VOC

 

With this second product we would be very surprised to see 

telegraphing even if moisture-affected. We mention the angle 

of the growth rings and if the growth rings go from top to 

bottom in the core, then this is referred to a ‘quartersawn’ 

timber. If the growth rings went from side to side in the core 

layer, then this would be referred to as ‘backsawn’. In many 

species of timber swelling will be almost twice as much in 

‘backsawn’ timber as opposed to ‘quartersawn’ timber. So 

yes, the cutting angle in the block core layer does make a 

difference. A ‘quartersawn’ block core layer will be more stable 

than ‘backsawn’ or a mix of ‘backsawn’ and ‘quartersawn’.

There are many products with a block core construction where the 

floors do not experience telegraphing and so it not so much about 

the construction type, but more about how well the board has been 

constructed that will make a product prone to telegraphing. Many 

aspects, including lamella species density; lamella and balancing 

layer thicknesses; consistency in moisture content between lamella, 

core and base layer; consistency in the sizing of the core layer; 

and cutting pattern of the blocks can all have some influence on 

whether a board will telegraph or not. Another important aspect to 

note is that telegraphing is generally associated with smooth surface 

flooring with higher density lamellas, and not the likes of wire-

brushed oak flooring, with oak being a medium density hardwood. 

So, what do we need to consider from this? From a contractor 

perspective, you would not be expected to assess the design aspects 

of a board, but as one of the checks being made at the time of 

installation, a quick viewing of some boards at an angle under 

downlights or other light source, may well pick up whether there 

is telegraphing in the boards, noting also that not every board 

is affected. If minor telegraphing is present and the floor is in a 

more humid location, then it can be expected that with normal 

atmospheric moisture uptake, the telegraphing could be expected to 

be become more pronounced. If telegraphing is observed at the time 

of laying, the supplier needs to be contacted to resolve. For product 

suppliers, consider the products you are importing, consider their 

design and check them from time to time, not only for telegraphing 

but also the other aspects that you expect from the product. 

Technical article...

Is that engineered floor ‘telegraphing’?
continued
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Find us on the

Web  parksidetimber.com.au   |  Instagram parkside_timber

PARKSIDE TIMBER produces some 
of the finest quality Hardwood 
Products that bring a distinct 
premium feel to any project. 

Sourced from sustainably managed forests,  
milled by state of the art technology.

PARKSIDE will be able to accommodate your needs  
as we produce  Red and Grey Ironbark, Forest Red, 
Chestnut, Wormy Chestnut, Karri and Jarrah products 

alongside our popular Queensland Spotted Gum.

Now Producing Wormy Chestnut.

Nailer / Stapler 2 in 1 

PNEUMATIC, 18GA 
NAILS or STAPLES

For the installation 
of Tongue & Groove 

solid and engineered 
hardwood flooring

 ● 2-pack water base floor finish  
for high traffic and commercial areas

 ● Easy to apply with longer  
open coat time

 ● Low VOC’s
 ● NMP Free
 ● High coverage rate = low cost per m2

 ● Excellent wear and scratch resistance

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100   www.synteko.com.au   info@synteko.com.au

550

Light Impact  
all-around striking cap

Short casting  
for closer  

end-wall reach

COMBO magazine
nails / staples

Bi-directional  
adjustable base 
 (10 to 19mm)

AVAILABLE IN 
MULTIPLE SHEENS

90 GLOSS

45 SATIN

20 MATTE

5 NATURAL MATTE

R10 ANTI SLIP
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Technical article...

Synonyms:
Frying, wrinkling, raising, alligatoring, 
crocodiling, shrivelling, swelling.

Definition
A puckering or wrinkling of the coated surface 
similar to the skin of a dried prune.

The condition may occur with all types of coatings but is 
much more likely in oil-based Urethanes and Alkyds.

Can occur in two situations:
1. At initial coatings application drying and curing phase.

2. From solvating spillages on a coated surface.

1. Frying at initial coatings application
First, consider the mechanism and then refer to the diagram below.

When a solvent is added to a crosslinked polymer, the polymer 
will swell. The amount of swelling depends on two factors:

1. How soluble the (uncrosslinked) polymer is in the solvent.

2. The length (or the MWt – molecular weight) of the chains 
between crosslinks. Obviously the shorter the length (the 
higher the crosslink density), the less the swelling.

It is for both these reasons that oil type coatings 
and Alkyds are much more prone to frying. These 
coatings are both very soluble in solvents and have 
a lower molecular weight between cross links.

Understanding the mechanism above: 

• The diagram poses the scenario of an undercured 
previous coat that still contains solvent.

• A top coat is applied and absorbs some of the 
solvent residual from the previous coat. 

• The top coat is either not fully cured (oil types and Alkyds 
have been known to take some weeks to produce a good 
cure with a good cross link density) or is still containing 
its own solvent plus that from the previous coat.

• The low cross link density top coat swells from 
the solvent take-up and ‘fries’ or crinkles.

Beware thick films or coating puddles!

Photos 1 and 2 are a result of puddles in an applied 
Oil Urethane in cooler weather. The floors in question 
only had two or three of such defects.

Referring to the diagram previous, the intermediate coat 
had localised thicker areas that held the solvent for a greater 
length of time. It is also to be noted that the oil urethanes 
require atmospheric oxygen to cure. A puddle restricts the 
ability of oxygen to diffuse into the puddled coating and it 
remains at a very much lower cross-link density as well as 
retaining solvent for longer – both prerequisites for frying to 
occur. This partially dissolves the applied top coat causing 
it to swell during curing (can take some hours or days) 
and frying or crinkling can result as in these examples.

2. Frying of a coating in-service
Often a complaint is raised with a contractor some 
time after occupancy for localised ‘bubbling’ 
or ‘blistering’ of the coated surface.

Photo 3 shows a scraped back localised frying crinkle. 
The cause was dripped methylated spirits on the Oil 
Urethane coated surface by a contract cleaner.

The contacting solvent has penetrated the two applied 
coats down to the more solvent-resistant sealer coat.

The cause is most always a solvent has contacted 
the surface and has been absorbed and locally 
swelled the surface causing it to fry.

Common sources of such localised attack solvents might include:

• Nail polish remover, wet aerosol spray 
contents, alcoholic beverages.

• Certain concentrated cleaning chemicals such as 
detergents (detergent can contain co-solvent type 
materials). Frying has been caused by dripped neat 
dishwashing liquid on an oil type coating surface.

What can cause coatings to ‘Fry’ or Wrinkle?
Phil Holgate MRACI, ChChem, FATFA. TAMSA International Consulting.

Photo 1. Photo 2.

Photo 3.

Top coat

Frying / wrinkling

Former coat
Undercured or still contains solvent

Flooring Substrate
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Why ATFA training can make you 
money in the long run

Have you ever wondered why some businesses seem 

to thrive and others just seem to plod along? The answer 

is simple. Those businesses that invest in training move 

forward faster. 

Studies have shown when individuals learn new material 

it contributes to new pathways in the brain. It also opens up 

a lot of other possibilities and opportunities. ATFA training 

is designed to do all that and more, because when you 

increase your skills you increase your competitiveness in the 

marketplace. 

Online training

We  introduced a new learning format with online training 

in 2012, which means that technical knowledge can now be 

gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to 

down tools or drive across town. This year’s topics include: 

There is more to resistance moisture meters than just taking 

a reading and Checking sub-floor space suitably before floor 

installation. There is no cost to ATFA Members. 

Face-to-face training

This year we’ve streamlined training.  Assessing Timber 

Floor Performance is still on offer , which has been a hit 

so far around the country. It’s sister course the Assessing 

Timber Floor Coating Performance workshop is also 

available. Both courses are designed to give you a greater 

understanding of the pitfalls to avoid and to assist in more 

informed decision making when you are on the job.

 

8” and 12” 
belt/ drum
combo sander

Elite 3 edger

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

parts • service • leasing available

info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au

Synteko Pty Ltd.
Call: 02 9406 8100

www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

Your new skills can also save 
you money from avoiding costly 
mistakes. So invest in yourself and 
your business today. 

www.urethanecoatings.com.au

URETHANE COATINGS
A DIVISION OF ERA POLYMERS PTY LTD

WaterKote®

Why Use WaterKote®?
• Easy To Use
• High Hardness
• Sandable
• UV - Resistant
• Polyurethane Dispersion
• Very Low Odour / Low VOC 
• Tested on Most Australian
   Timber Species
• Compatible with Urethane
  Coatings Standard Products

Taking Care of 
Your Timber

Ask your local distibutor about WaterKote®

WaterKote® - AUSTRALIAN MADE & MANUFACTURED

Call Us - Tel: (02) 9666 3888

NON
HAZARDOUS

THE

CHOICE

®

WaterKote® 2K - Two component 
water-borne polyurethane timber coating.

The toughest protection for timber, 
parquetry and cork fl oors.

3. Minimising the risk of Frying of a coated surface
a) Understand the mechanism of frying as outlined above 

and that coatings with the greatest frying resistance are 
quite simply those with greater solvent resistance, both 
high cross link density and higher molecular weight!

Coating type
Greatest resistance 

to frying

Two pack solventborne Polyurethane (2K PU)

One pack Moisture Cure Polyurethane 
or Polycarbonate (MCPU)

Two pack waterborne Polyurethane (2K WBPU) 
and Two pack Polycarbonate (2K WBPC)

One pack waterborne Polyurethanes and Polycarbonates

Solventborne Oil Modified Urethane (low oil ratio)

Solventborne Oil Modified Urethane (high oil ratio)

Two pack Hard Wax Oil (low oil to binder ratio)

Two pack Hard Wax Oil (high oil to binder ratio)

One pack Hard Wax Oils

Penetrating Oils

Note: The above represents general data and significant 
variation can exist within and between classes.

b) Avoid puddles and localised areas of high 
film thickness of applied coatings.

c) Ensure applied coats are fully dry. This especially 
applies during cold or damp weather or both.

4. Rectification of a Fried surface
Small affected areas should be scraped to a dry 
surface and a localised repair made. This may require 
masking off affected boards and may involve sanding 
back and recoating of the masked-off area.

Large affected areas may require a resanding of 
the floor and recoating with an understanding 
of contributory causes of the condition.

For further information on this technical article or on 
coatings related issues in general the ATFA Coatings 
Hotline on 0414 793 237 can be consulted. Alternatively 
email your enquiry to tamsaconsult@hotmail.com  
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**When compared to common flooring installation processes. 

TRADITIONAL  
SYSTEM

1.  TIMBER FLOOR 
SOLID/ENGINEERED

2. GLUE

4. GLUE

3. ACOUSTIC UNDERLAY

6. SUBSTRATE

5. VAPOUR BARRIER

BOSTIK -  
ULTRASET 3 IN 1  

SYSTEM
VS

1.  T IMBER FLOOR
    SOLID/ENGINEERED

2.  SUBSTRATE

ULTRASET®  
3 in 1

 INCLUDES VAPOUR  
BARRIER / ACOUSTIC 
UNDERLAY* 

I select the glue we use, I only ever use Bostik… if an architect specifies 
another one, I go discuss with them why I want Bostik… I have turned 
down work before if they haven’t agreed. At the end of the day its my  
guys installing it and my product – I take responsibility for it so I need  
to trust what I’m using.    - 2018 Koji Australian flooring market research**

Bostik Ultraset® 3 in 1 is a revolutionary high performance 

flooring adhesive, moisture control, and sound reduction 

membrane all in one. Bostik’s breakthrough AXIOS®  

Tri-Linking™ Polymer Technology is used in this  

formulation, maintaining the superior long term  

durability. Using this product eliminates the need  

to apply moisture and acoustic barrier thus reducing  

both the cost and the time required for your project.

* As found in a 2019 Quantum Research Study of 100 Australian Flooring Installers and Retailers  

‘Bostik Ultraset’ is the most trusted hardwood flooring adhesive brand in Australia.

BOSTIK ULTRASET

MOST 
TRUSTED 
BRAND

Reduces time & cost  
when compared to  
common flooring  
installation process

TIME & COST 
SAVING

Bostik always recommends  
moisture testing of the  
slab to check for abnormal 
moisture content, as per 
ATFA guidelines.

UNLIMITED 
MOISTURE 

PROTECTION

FLOORING. BY BOSTIK

ULTRASET

3 IN 1
Sound reduction  
equivalent to 3mm  
rubber underlay.

SOUND 
GUARDTM
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Despite this mantra, I’m pretty sure that 
even he has been surprised by 2020 so 
far. I suspect that if I had pulled him aside 
a year ago and told him that by this time 
next year you will have been locked in 
your own house for four months; there 
is no dunny paper left; our government 
is giving away cash willy-nilly to anyone; 
and those crazy yanks have invaded their 
own country, I’m confident that he might 
just have weakened and shown at least a 
little tiny bit of surprise. That, or just called 
me an idiot and suggested that I might 
have ‘gotten on the gear’ or something… 
And yet here we are, welcome to 
2020, a very different time for all so 
far – what could possibly come next?

Winter – that’s what’s next. 

Forget all that other hoo-hah going on 
for a bit; we have first world flooring 
problems to sort out. This comes up every 
12 months, mainly because it happens 
every winter – or at least it does for those 
of us living south of Brisbane. It’s a time 
that the Germans affectionately refer to 
as Zeit des Scheißwetters, which loosely 
translates the time for shit weather. 

It’s not just the colder temperatures 
though – you could be pretty confident 
suggesting that a large percentage 
of floor finishing problems tend to 
occur around this time of year. These 
can generally be attributed to one 

of, or a combination of, four factors: 
temperature; humidity; ventilation; and 
occasionally, inflexible clients. Keeping 
a constant watch over these factors 
in any given project is paramount, 
as poor conditions combined with 
unreasonable expectations or deadlines 
often end up in less than perfect 
outcomes. Remembering that all stains, 
treatments, oils and coatings have a 
‘purple patch’ for best application – a 
range of relatively ideal conditions – 
and any significant variance from the 
ideal range of conditions (aka cold as 
buggery), can mean that your coating 
effectively can’t breathe (too soon?). 
(N.B. Refer to manufacturers technical 
data for detail on specific products).

A stain or coat on a dodgy day, or in dodgy 
conditions/environments, can trigger a 
set of circumstances that will increase 
the likelihood of your project going 
anywhere from a little south to very, very 
south – as stains and treatments may dry 
slowly; coating and curing processes will 
be extended; normally reliable systems 
may fail; and homeowners, builders and 
site managers can all get a bit testy. 

To make things even more interesting, as 
floor coating options increase, so too do 
the considerations to be taken in varied 
conditions – with each broad product 
category having its own particular (and 

at times peculiar) reaction to the cooler 
weather or other circumstances. 

While the following information does 
not consider variances between coating 
brands, nor is it intended to be the 
‘Funk and Wagnalls’ of floor coating 
chemistry, there are a lot of massive 
generalisations that are probably true 
and might just provide a starting point 
for working out just what is going on 
when a coating hiccup finds you. 

POTENTIAL CONCERNS IN 
THE COLDER MONTHS

Stains
Slow drying is not always easy to catch 
with stains as they tend to look dry, 
but when they’re not it can potentially 
result in some of the following:

• Lifting or smudging of colour 
during coating application – the 
roller cover changing colour is 
a pretty solid warning sign.

• Much darker results from 
water popping – due to slower 
evaporation times.

• ‘Tinted’ lap marks appearing in 
your finish – coating picks up 
colour during application.

• Frying of top coats – stains are 
generally a different chemical base to 
top coats for colourfastness entrapped 
solvents can lead to topcoats frying . 

Technical article...

Brett Scarpella, Loba Australasia.

Welcome to Winter 2020 Style.

My old man is a lovely chap. He wasn’t known to be one who 
imparted much in the way of great wisdom; he was a plumber – an 
air-conditioning plumber, not sewage, and pretty adamant about the 
difference. His one (repeatable) pearl of wisdom was that you should 
always expect a few little surprises in life; never be surprised by surprises; 
and if you can’t help being surprised then at least try not to admit it 
or show it, “cos it makes you look like a pansy” (apologies – he’s 82, a 
James Bond fan and claims to have earned a license to be a little blunt). 
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• Delamination of top coats – the worst 
case scenario for solvent entrapment or 
relative incompatibility with top coats. 

• Wet stain shooting out of gaps when 
you walk over the otherwise dry floor – 
or maybe that just happens to us larger 
folks. Action: Get some ventilation 
and/or some heat happening if 
possible, and just give it another day.

Delamination from the stain

Waterbased Sealers/Finishes
• Enhanced grain-raise on some 

timbers due to longer drying times. 

• Slower drying/curing in cooler, 
damper environments.

• Slower settling of sheen levels – 
modern day products can take a 
couple of days to ‘settle in’ sheen-
wise despite appearing to be 
dry – always give it a chance.

• Slipperiness – Poor ventilation 
and low temperatures.

• Crystalisation – An opaqueness or 
powderiness covering the floor or 
on isolated boards (more textured) 
occurs in very cold conditions, 
mainly overnight when temperatures 
exceed dew point thresholds. 

Crystalisation 

Moisture-Cured Polyurethane
Moisture-Cured Polyurethane does 
seem to exhibit the most variability 
in response to weather conditions: 

• Thickened product – do not leave 
coating in cold (or hot) conditions 
prior to use as this will likely affect 
the viscosity and application 
characteristics of the coating 
– orange peel, lapping etc. 

• Slowed drying/curing – slowing 
of the coating can have a flow-on 
effect through the coats i.e. cutback, 
dust, sheen, hardness etc. 

• Varied sheen in subdued finishes – 
subdued moisture cures don’t generally 
enjoy extreme temperature variance, 
drafts, isolated direct sunlight, cold 
floor surfaces etc. and may likely dry 
to a varied sheen when present. 

• Pimpling – can be more likely if a 
coat is applied on cold afternoons 
before a cooler night. When solvent 
‘flashpoint’, or the temperature at 
which the solvent can effectively 
evaporate, is not achieved, the solvent 
bubble forms but does not ‘pop’ 
and tends to leave a myriad of little 
reminders of how cold the night was. 

• Blooming or cloudiness in the finished 
surface. This cloudiness or dullness 
can be from extractives/oils in the 
timber as the coat sits wet longer, and 
can also be from solvent entrapped 
or on the surface of the coating 
(wipes off), or worst case because 
the previous coat was ‘too fresh’ 
and cut back harder than usual. The 
effect will show through as dullness 
in the most recent coat (below ).

• Yellowing of wall paints – when 
painters and floor sanders collide… 
Walls freshly painted with some 
acrylic paints (generally un-primed) 
in company with cold temperatures, 
poor ventilation and an extended 
lockup (maybe the weekend) can 

result in some yellowing of walls being 
observed. This is usually a reaction 
between solvents and uncured amines 
in paints or plaster cement – but 
guess who they tend to blame? 

Dullness in final coat due to a heavy cut.

Orange peel

Two-Pack Solvent Polyurethane
Two-Pack Polyurethane is generally 
pretty reliable in the cold as a rule, 
but can be slow to dry/cure.

• If recoated despite slow curing 
the system may not harden to 
its full potential (imprints). 

• As it only comes in gloss, gloss 
and gloss, slower drying or 
tack can result in more dust 
contamination in the dried surface.

• Prone to pimpling in drafts.

• Slower curing can lead to increased 
chances of cobwebbing being visible 
in the coated surface under lighting 
– especially on darker timbers.

• Fast 2K formulations can on occasion 
dry opaque in areas of the floor 
in cold humid environments.

continued »
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Pimpling

Cobwebbing

Oil-Modified Urethane
Likely the most problematic of all 
coatings in winter, the relatively basic 
chemistry of the oil-modified systems 
has become more complicated over 
the years. Once a reliable two-coat 
system, the introduction of three-
coat oil-modified systems and fast 
dry sealers seem to have coincided 
with an escalation in problem coats.

• Slow drying/curing – oil mods 
really seem to struggle with drying 
under 10-12 degrees which will also 
set you up for a slow full-cure and 
could likely result in frying between 
coats if used over a fast sealer. 

• Dullness/swirls from cutback – a 
coat that stays soft can gum up 
your screens and cause swirls and 
dullness that is often seen through the 
next coat, and won’t get you paid. 

• Frying of the previous coat in extreme 
circumstances – in circumstances 
where a fast sealer or three coats of 
oil-modified are applied, slow drying of 
one of the coats can result in frying in 
isolated areas or across the whole floor.

• Unattended heating and oil-
modified – just don’t, that’s all.

Hard Wax Oil
Not dissimilar to oil-modified in chemistry 
and solvent type, most hard waxes 
have higher drying thresholds and can 
struggle a little if the specific application 
environment is pushing the boundaries 
(i.e. bloody cold) – that basically 
means don’t push the envelope if you 
know the site is not ideal and always 
remember ‘keep it thin, keep the grin’.

• Slow drying/curing also comes from 
applying in poor conditions, usually 
resulting in uneven drying where 
application has been heavier. Allow the 
coat to fully dry before attempting to 
cutback or ‘hot-coat’. The difference 
here is that recoating can potentially be 
problematic if the first coat is left too 
long to dry and the margin for error is 
lower, as two coats is the recommended 
system. (Refer to manufacturer if 
additional coats are necessary).

• Uneven sheen – Hard wax sheen 
variance is usually to do with drying 
times and film thickness. But if not 
‘too varied’ it will likely even out in 
time – I know it’s a hard sell but if you 
can’t convince the homeowner, get 
them to have a word with the supplier; 
maybe they can get you over the line.

• Thick coats in cold weather are likely 
to result in a film that does not harden 
to potential and may ultimately wear 
prematurely – keep the packaged 
product in suitable conditions, keep it 
thin, and try program coating with a 
few good drying hours left in the day. 

Penetrating Oil
Oils tend to be the most susceptible 
to cold weather conditions and poor 
ventilation as many are solvent-free 
or very low VOC, which often results 
in a lower drying threshold. This is 
counteracted to an extent by the 

penetrating nature/low film of the 
application, and good ventilation 
can aid curing. 2K oils are likely to be 
more forgiving in cooler conditions. 

• Slow curing can result in footprints 
and varied sheen levels (most 
oils provide a matt finish).

• The viscosity of the oil can be 
varied in cold conditions and result 
in thicker application and a ‘film 
build’, which is likely to result in 
slow curing and a ‘shiny’ floor. 

Ventilation is often underestimated 
in the drying of coatings and can be 
problematic when trying to create 
dust free environments for high quality 
clean finishes; however, it is required 
for both health and safety and coating 
film integrity reasons. If even limited 
ventilation, or fans for air movement, 
can be introduced at the earliest 
opportunity after initial coating tack time, 
drying concerns may be minimised.

Ultimately, a perfect world would involve 
keeping coating at ‘room temperature’; 
warming up areas prior to coating; 
avoiding applying coats too late in 
the day in uncontrolled environments; 
and introducing ventilation as soon 
as possible after application (tack 
free); and it is suggested that these 
efforts alone would limit the potential 
problems of coating in cooler conditions 
– regardless of your chosen poison. 
Otherwise the old school ‘crossing 
of fingers’ is likely the next best step. 
Best of luck to all this winter season!

AT least there has been one positive from 
the year so far – that the flooring industry 
was finally acknowledged for what it is, 
‘an essential service’! We always knew 
it of course, but it’s nice to finally be 
acknowledged. I guess now everyone can 
put their prices up? You’re worth it. 

Technical article...

Welcome to Winter 2020 Style.
continued
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Around the traps... Around the traps… Isolation issue… 
brought to you by some members on Instagram!
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September
16 September: Trade Night - Adelaide

30 September: One Day Workshop, 
Understanding Prefinished Products 
& Installation Methods - Auckland.

October
7 October: Trade Night - Melbourne

9 October: Golf Day - Brisbane

21 October: Trade Night - Auckland

23 October: Golf Day - Perth

27-28 October: Assessing Timber 
Floor Performance - Sydney

Calendar

               
          

@lagleroz              @lagler_aus 

Australia
5500tthh  AAnnnniivveerrssaarryy  mmooddeellss  ssttiillll  aavvaaiillaabbllee 
                       (while stocks last)

Innovative - Green - Reliable - Colourful - Certified  

The leading product range 
for wood flooring on the 
market in one full system 
from glue to premium 
surface treatment. Coating Systems Pty Ltd . PO Box 99, Port Melbourne, VIC 3207 

Australia . Mobile: +61 (0) 41 2 746 970 . sales@berger-seidle.com.au
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Abbey Timber | Phone: 9774 2944
41 Heathcote Rd, Moorebank NSW 2170

www.abbeytimber.com.au

Abbey Timber is your one flooring shop.STOP

Moorebank Warehouse

Floor Sanding Shop

• Our new Floor Sanding Supply Shop has it all.

• Adhesives, Abrasives, Coatings, Machines, Tools + More...

• Over 2,000 packs of solid flooring in stock.

• Full range of all types of engineered flooring.

• Trade only prices for floor trade.

• Free Delivery on orders over $500 on sanding supplies.

• Abbey Timber is serious about saving you $$$$$.

• If we don’t have it, we will get it.

Stay up to date with COVID-19 
news in Australia & New Zealand.

Helpful websites:

ATFA COVID-19 page

ATFA’s useful documents and links regarding COVID-19.

https://www.atfa.com.au/covid19/

Australian Government COVID-19

This site gives you the latest coronavirus 
news, updates and advice from 

government agencies across Australia.

https://www.australia.gov.au

New Zealand Government COVID-19

The New Zealand government’s 
coronavirus news and updates webpage. 

https://uniteforrecovery.govt.nz
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ir talk with Colin Dorber

The case centres around labour hire firm WorkPac, which employed Robert 
Rossato as a mine worker at two Queensland mines owned by Glencore. Mr 
Rossato was a casual employee, on rolling contracts, over a three-and-a-half-year 
period. As a casual, he was paid an extra 25 per cent loading on top of his wage — 
which is/was the usual practice to offset other benefits, such as annual leave.

The Federal Court found that because Mr Rossato’s 
employment was “regular, certain, continuing, constant 
and predictable”, and he was given rostered shifts well 
in advance, he was eligible to entitlements that full-
time employees receive. In other words, he should be 
compensated for working on days such as Christmas 
Day and he should be awarded entitlements like annual 
leave, personal carer’s leave etc. The decision upholds a 
2018 ruling, which was also made against WorkPac.

Our view

Flooring installers employ significant numbers of 
casuals. The dilemma is of course that they are often 
not genuine casuals – that is, they are employed on a 
so-called trial period for maybe up to three months, 
or they are engaged in regular weekly long-term 
employment. While there are moves afoot to remedy 
this problem in the short term, there is potential risk to 
all, so please consider the advice provided herein.

EmployerProtect (based on experience – we are not 
lawyers) has held a consistent view for over five years (and 
shared it often with Clients) that the fundamental flaw 
with employing “casuals” on a regular and systematic basis, 
is that the employees were not essentially truly “casual” 
employees. For many years we have actively encouraged 
our client base to look seriously at either permanent full 
or part-time relationships. We have also demonstrated to 
our client base that, providing the hours of work are there, 
given that the 25% casual loading is quite substantial, 
there is in fact a potential cost saving for an employer 
(even when you take into account the accrued personal 
carers leave, annual leave, and the notice period).

Since October last year we have also been amending 
any single enterprise agreement applications; letters of 
appointment and other types of documents, to ensure that 
the purpose of the 25% payment is clearly defined, as a 
demonstrated offset for certain leave and/or termination 

entitlements. We hold the view that those amendments 
would probably mean that a claim by an employee with 
this type of letter of appointment, or the like, would be 
unsuccessful, as the employer has clearly demonstrated 
the purpose and reason behind the offset payment.

What should you do now?

We recommend that you do the following:

1. Make no inappropriate decisions or structural 
changes without careful thought and consultation; 
noting that in our view, under the current decision 
as handed down, and without any appeal being 
lodged a potential monetary liability may exist 
against you (up to at least six years retrospectively) 
and great care is required to minimise your risk.

2. Register by return email your interest in being 
part of the decision-making process and identify 
the ‘casual’ employment arrangements in your 
business to us, so that any advice provided can 
be specific to you and able to be implemented at 
minimum cost to you, as our subscriber client.

 This means that we will ensure that your particular 
interests are assessed against both the Federal 
Court decision, and any subsequent application to 
the High Court (if one is lodged) and, if the High 
Court effectively stays the Federal Court of Appeal 
decision while it examines the matter, then you 
can more strategically plan and address potential 
risk – and as a minimum, draw a line under it, by 
remedying the current employment arrangements.

3. Refer any requests by an employee(s) or an 
employee representative(s) for a payment to us, 
for advice and attention. (Note we have some 
experience in this area, as we act for employees and 
executives who are not employed by our Employer 
Protect® subscriber base, where appropriate).

“The Casuals” decision –   
  what happened?
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Ask about our exciting new range: www.preferencefloors.com.au

ENGINEERED OAK PARQUETRY

EXTENSIVE RANGE, 
PRE-FINISHED DÉCORS, 
HERRINGBONE & CHEVRON
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Hardwood flooring engineered for living 

Designed to impress.

 � Individually hand-crafted planks
 � Choice of up to 6 widths
 � Quick and easy to install
 � Client-ready within 24 hours
 � Suitable for underfloor heating
 � Splash proof and easy to maintain
 � 100% environmentally friendly
 � Zero emissions
 � Tested and certified by International bodies

With ten distinctive 

Collections and more 

than a thousand choices 

of colours and finish 

options we have the perfect 

solution for every space.

www.siennaparquetry.com
0432 764 477


